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The previous Chapters 2-7 provide an overview of various aspects related to 
nitrogen deposition and its assessment, resulting from different studies done 
in the past years. The chapters describe how nitrogen deposition can be de-
termined by means of measurements and modelling, as well as the use of the 
deposition values in assessment studies related to e.g. emission reduction mea-
sures and their potential effects. Nitrogen deposition plays a vital role in a broad 
range of environmental issues in many ways. All along the quantification of ‘ni-
trogen cause-effect relationships’ uncertainties are involved. These uncertain-
ties are sometimes known, while specifically explored (e.g. Chapter 3), but more 
often just taken for granted for the sake of simplicity (e.g. Chapters 6 and 7). 

In the whole chain of the ‘nitrogen cause-effect relationships’ model and param-
eter uncertainties (related to systematic and random errors) play a role and will 
propagate further into the comparison of modelled and/or measured deposition 
with critical loads. These critical loads themselves also have their challenges, 
adding again to the total uncertainty of the evaluation. Chapter 3, about the 
field-intercomparison of throughfall measurements, considered aspects related 
to the uncertainties in measured deposition, while Chapter 4 described some of 
the processes (and uncertainties involved) related to changing nitrogen deposi-
tion as a result of afforestation of former agricultural land. To some extent it de-
scribes the effect of some of the processes (and related uncertainties) involved 
in nitrogen deposition calculations. Comparing measured and modelled depo-
sition and the relation with emission trends was the subject of Chapter 5. The 
propagation of uncertainties will have its effects on the work presented in Chap-
ters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 presented a global study on the extent in which nitrogen 
deposition threatens biodiversity in protected areas, while Chapter 7 looked into 
optimising emission patterns based on critical load exceedance calculations. 

Figure 8.1 gives an overview of the different steps in the nitrogen cause-effect re-
lationships. It follows the driver-pressure-state-impact-response (DPSIR) frame-
work, starting with the emission activities and ending with the measures aiming 
to adjust these emissions. Each step shown in this cause-effect chain has its un-
certainties. Figure 8.1 shows where the different uncertainties are discussed in 
this thesis. A missing reference to a section or chapter in Figure 8.1 does not im-
ply there are no uncertainties linked to the specific item, but that the respective 
uncertainties are outside the focus of this thesis. 

The different uncertainties may potentially hamper an adequate evaluation of 
the effectiveness of policies aimed at reducing nitrogen emission with the intend 
of reducing nitrogen concentration/deposition and its effects. There are uncer-
tainties involved in every step of such an evaluation. A clear example of the way 
in which the uncertainties may hamper the earlier mentioned adequate evalua-
tion is the continuing discussion of the ‘ammonia gap’ in the Netherlands. While 
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emission models showed a steep drop in ammonia emissions in agriculture, the 
drop in measured ammonia concentration in the air was much smaller. Air qual-
ity models are used to test emissions with measurements of wet deposition and 
ammonia and aerosol concentration. This has led to the identification of the 
ammonia gap (e.g. Erisman and Draaijers, 1992; Erisman et al., 1998; Smits et 
al., 2008; van Pul et al., 2008; Bleeker et al., 2009 – Chapter 5 of this thesis). This 
was fuel to the fire of persistent resistance to slurry injection from a number of 
livestock farmers in the Netherlands.

Similar cases can be found in current policies related to nitrogen deposition and 
Natura2000 areas in Europe. Therefore, an uncertainty assessment of the local 
scale evaluation of the exceedance of critical loads of nitrogen is essential. This 
thesis mainly addresses the uncertainties with respect to nitrogen deposition, 
although the link with critical nitrogen loads will also be made in the following 
sections.

This chapter gives an overview of the earlier mentioned aspects related to de-
termining the nitrogen deposition and will discuss the uncertainties involved in 
quantification of it, in order to answer the main question of this thesis: ‘Do we, 
taking everything into account, know enough about the uncertainties in the ni-
trogen deposition to justify extensive emission reduction measures, based on (in 
this case) exceedances of critical loads’.

This synthesis chapter is structured following the different questions listed in the 
introduction:

Policy
8.5

Exceedance
Ch6,7 & 8.4

Measure
8.6

Model
Ch4 & 8.1.2, 

8.2.2

Concentration
Ch5 & 8.3

Deposition
Ch5 & 8.3

Measurement
Ch3 & 8.1.1, 

8.2.1

Critical Load

Critical Level

Emission

Activity Emission Factor

Location

Impacts

Figure 8.1 Overview of the nitrogen cause-effect chain and an indication where uncertainties 
related to steps in the chain are discussed in this thesis.
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• How can we determine nitrogen deposition levels and their trends in time?

• What is the uncertainty in nitrogen deposition on different spatial scales and 
what are the factors influencing it?

• How does the uncertainty in nitrogen deposition affect the relation with ef-
fects such as biodiversity and exceedance of critical loads?

Answering these questions will require an update of the state of knowledge with 
more recent developments as follow up of the studies reported in Chapters 2-7. 
More specifically, Section 8.1-8.3 discuss uncertainty issues related to measure-
ments and modelling of nitrogen deposition and link (where relevant) to Chap-
ters 3 and 4. Section 8.2 also deals with the trend in time of nitrogen deposition 
and, which was also the subject of Chapter 5. Sections 8.4 and 8.5 bring the 
different issues together, looking into the way uncertainties in measured and 
modelled deposition in evaluations related to critical nitrogen load exceedances. 
These sections relate to Chapters 6 and 7. Next to these items, also the link with 
current European (and Dutch) policy will be discussed (Section 8.6). How can the 
uncertainties mentioned in the previous paragraphs, influence the policy making 
and evaluation process?

However, before answering the above-mentioned questions, the following para-
graphs give a general overview of the different issues that will be addressed in 
this chapter. They also show at which resolution these effects particularly play 
a role. 

8.1 General discussion on uncertainty issues
Use of definitions
An important issue is related to the definition of Nitrogen (deposition). There 
are different ways of approaching this definition: legal, political, bio-physical or 
economical. When addressing the topic in some way (e.g. Directive or scientific 
report), it needs to be clear what definition of nitrogen is used; i.e. only NH4+-
NO3, NH4+NO3+Org N, all (known) nitrogen species, for what purpose and tem-
poral/spatial scale.

In a bio-physical way, (reactive) nitrogen can be defined as e.g. ‘all nitrogen spe-
cies, not including N2’, while in a legal text the definition may be restricted to e.g. 
NH4+NO3 for reasons of simplicity, enforceability, applicability. This also holds 
for the way in which the defined nitrogen deposition is to be determined in the 
context of a specific policy: measurements, modelling, combination of the two.

Another general issue related to trends in nitrogen deposition, is related to 
changing chemistry. As shown in Chapter 5, changing emissions and subsequent-
ly concentrations in the air of different compounds (like e.g. sulphur) can mask 
the trend in ammonia deposition. Insufficient knowledge about these trends 
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(and their interactions) will result in an incomplete understanding of the trend 
of (in this case) ammonia and the way in which abatement measures eventually 
lead to deposition changes.

Effect of inadequate definitions
The effect of an inadequate use of definitions is that policies may be implement-
ed in the wrong way and evaluations performed on different parameters than 
those defined in e.g. Directives. Eventually, this can result in legal disputes that 
can result in e.g. rejecting environmental permits.

The effect of an inadequate representation of trends of ‘accompanying com-
pounds’ may result in over- or underestimating the nitrogen deposition. When 
not taking the chemistry into account, such an interaction can thus be complete-
ly omitted without perhaps even knowing it.  

Resolution
These general issues have effects on all spatial and temporal resolutions.

8.1.1 Measurements
Issue(s) affecting measurement results
A general issue related to measurements is the lack of a reference to ‘the real 
total nitrogen deposition’. Eventually, the interest in nitrogen deposition is re-
lated to some effect (e.g. loss of biodiversity) and the contribution of nitrogen 
deposition to that effect. It may well be that full understanding of the processes 
involved in that effect are not fully understood and ‘parts of the puzzle’ are miss-
ing in our evaluation.

Another issue is related to the measurement method itself. Is the measured 
deposition the actual deposition, or is something missed? This may well be 
caused by a lack of an adequate reference for validating the measurements. 
Without that, it will not be clear what the real deposition is (even when the 
definition is clear about what nitrogen deposition consists of). 

The third issue relates to representativeness. What is the spatial and temporal 
representation of the measured value. Is the deposition measurement valid only 
for local sources (e.g. within a 1 km distance), or is it representing a larger area? 
Determining the level to which the measurements are properly representing the 
real situation, is not easy. It also assumes full understanding of the composition 
of the deposition: the distribution over the various components, their contri-
bution to the deposition and their origin. For assessing the representativeness, 
a model can be used. But again, that also assumes the model to adequately 
describe the actual situation with respect to the processes, sources, distribution 
and deposition of the different nitrogen components. Following the assessment 
itself, constructing the monitoring network may be challenged by logistic, finan-
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cial, personal, and other restrictions. The envisaged ‘perfect’ network may not 
be possible, because of these restrictions. This will then compromise the quality 
of the network and thus of the monitoring results (e.g. Bleeker et al., 2009).  

Effects of measurement uncertainties
Like with the first issue mentioned in Section 8.1, the two issues listed in this 
section will have its effect in the way the concept of nitrogen deposition is un-
derstood. Missing items, both in the overall definition and the monitoring setup 
will result in a limited understanding of the full suite of nitrogen components 
involved. This may well be the case without even understanding that this is ac-
tually the case, simply because our understanding is (not yet) sufficient enough. 
Eventually, this will hamper understanding the link between nitrogen deposition 
and its effects on biodiversity (or any other effect). There may be omissions on 
the input side of the effects, resulting in attributing a larger part of the effect to 
the known inputs. The result of this may be that policy measures, trying to re-
duce these known contributions, prove to be less effective since other unknown 
components also play a role.   

When a monitoring network is sub-optimal, in that logistics, finances, etc. have 
challenged its setup, the outcome of this network is then likely to be not fully ad-
equate for the purpose it was initially set up. However, the degree to which this 
is the case is not always clear. This is dependent on the specific nitrogen com-
pound (oxidised vs. reduced), the aim of the monitoring network (trend vs. sta-
tus), the distribution of the sources vs. the location of the measurement points, 
the measurement frequency compared to the temporal emission/concentration 
changes. Furthermore, the latter two topics (spatial and temporal distribution) 
relate to the representativeness mentioned earlier. The higher the spatial and 
temporal gradient in concentrations (e.g. due to the emission distribution), the 
higher the demand on the monitoring network (e.g. Van Pul et al., 2004). In such 
a situation, the number of sites and the frequency of samples need to be higher 
compared to a situation with an even distribution of the emissions/concentra-
tions in space and time. When the optimum distribution is compromised due 
to e.g. financial limitations (i.e. less measurement points, sampling at a lower 
frequency), the spatial representativeness is then also compromised (Mennen 
et al., 1996; Van Pul et al., 2004). Emission distributions and their subsequent 
concentrations are then not adequately captured. The degree to which these 
suboptimal measurements affect the representation of the actual distributions 
depends on many factors (e.g. location, source strength, timing) that can be ex-
plored in more detail by means of models (Erisman et al., 2001). Again: this 
assumes the model to adequately describe the actual situation with respect 
to the processes, sources, distribution and deposition of the different nitrogen 
components.
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Resolution
In principle, all the three issues (lack of reference, uncertainty in measurement 
method and representativity of measurement) hold for all different resolutions. 
The first two issues are general in nature and are independent of resolution. The 
way in which the third issue (representativeness) works, depends on the res-
olution. The higher the resolution, the more likely an individual measurement 
point may represent the situation at that location and for a specific grid cell. 
However, the extent of the representativeness may be limited (i.e. not repre-
senting the situation in the neighboring gridcells), but the degree to which this 
is true depends on the spatial gradient. As an example, NH3 largely varies greatly 
in space and therefore the representativeness of a single measurement point is 
limited. Fowler et al. (1998b) showed that concentrations at a distance of 15 m 
from a poultry farm declined steeply from around 25 up to 60 µg.m-3 to back-
ground concentration levels of 1-2 µg.m-3 within a distance of about 300 meters 
from the source. Ideally, NH3 measurement points need to capture such steep 
gradients in order to fully capture the whole NH3 picture. NH4 aerosols, on the 
other hand, show a spatially less diverse pattern and, therefore, a single point is 
able to represent a larger area. Tang et al. (2017) state that for NH4 aerosols, the 
spatial patterns in concentrations are not expected to vary on a finer scale than 
at 5x5 km2 resolution. 

When interested in areas at a low resolution (i.e. large scale), the representa-
tiveness of a single measurement point largely depends on the average value of 
the concentration/deposition within that specific area. An adequate set-up of 
the measurement point within the area is possible by a pre-study using a model, 
and sufficient knowledge about the emission distribution within the study area.     

8.1.2 Modelling
Issue(s) related to model uncertainty
There are different issues related to modelling the nitrogen deposition. Like with 
the measurements, an important issue is related to missing processes in the 
overall modelling scheme. Examples of such processes are e.g. the bi-directional 
transport of NH3, limited chemical conversion schemes for e.g. NOx, the influ-
ence of buildings on the air flow and subsequent concentration/deposition pat-
terns (e.g. Hertel et al., 2012; Loubet et al., 2009).

Models are only a representation of reality. The level to which reality is rep-
resented, depends on the degree to which the real processes are covered by 
the model (previous issue), but also by the model input that is used. Examples 
of relevant input data are: emission, land use, meteorological data. Adequate 
model results largely rely on representative input data (Loubet et al., 2009). This 
means that the resolution of the input data needs to agree with the modelling 
resolution.
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Calibrating the model results on measured data is a commonly used procedure. 
Such a calibration is, however, not possible when the measurements are not 
representative for the modelled values. See previous section on measurements 
for this.    

Effect of model uncertainty
The effect of missing processes in the calculations is an under- or overestimation 
of the modelled deposition. The ‘direction’ of the discrepancy depends on the 
omitted process. A way of correcting for the known and/or unknown missing 
processes is by calibrating the model results by using measured data. Calibration 
is also possible by using model results from a model that is known to have the 
specific process(es) included in its modelling scheme. 

However, an adequate calibration is only possible when the measurements 
(and/or other modelling results) are representative for the situation the calibra-
tion is supposed to cover. This relates to e.g. resolution, nitrogen species, source 
distributions.  

Resolution
Missing processes are, like with the measurements, important for all resolu-
tions. This means that, independent on the specific resolution, missing process-
es in the modelling scheme will have an effect on the results (concentration/
deposition). 

With respect to representativeness, the resolution is important. While on a low-
er resolution potential errors in the input data may be leveled out, at a higher 
resolution the quality of the data becomes more important. Quality means an 
adequate representation of: location of the source, temporal distribution of the 
emission, overall source strength, source characteristics (source height, source 
width, heat content) (Hertel et al., 2012). While there is growing need for high 
resolution deposition information, good quality input data is relatively hard to 
get. This may, for example, be due to high costs involved in acquiring these data, 
privacy issues related to e.g. individual farm data.

8.2 How can we determine nitrogen deposition levels and their 
trends in time?
The different methods for determining nitrogen deposition levels were de-
scribed in Chapter 2, followed by examples for respectively measured and mod-
elled nitrogen deposition described in Chapters 3 and 4. From these chapters it 
is clear that a combination of measurements and models is needed to quantify 
the deposition and its trend in time. In this section, the state of knowledge on 
measurements, modelling and trends will be discussed followed by a recom-
mendation on the needs for trend detection on different scales and times.  
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8.2.1 Measurements
In this thesis, several measurement methods have been described and used 
(Chapters 2 and 3). Overviews of measurement methods can be found in e.g. 
Von Bobrutzki et al., 2010; McMurry, 2009; Erisman et al. 2001; Wesley & Hicks, 
2000; Clemitshaw, 2004. There are currently several methods available for dif-
ferent spatial scales:

8.2.1.1 Plot scale
The plot scale is most important with regard to critical load exceedances. For this 
scale, micrometeorological methods (Baldocchi et al., 1988; Fowler et al., 1989; 
Denmead, 1983) and throughfall methods are available (Draaijers et al., 1996; 
Ulrich, 1983; Hanson & Lindberg, 1991). While micrometeorological measure-
ments are challenging with respect to the accuracy of measurement techniques, 
required heterogeneity of the plot and costs, the resulting fluxes are very suit-
able for process studies, development of model parameters and evaluation of 
models. Throughfall measurements, on the other hand, provide area integrated 
fluxes at relatively low costs, but because of canopy exchange processes and the 
need for a good sampling strategy the accuracy can be low.

Chapter 3 presented results from a throughfall field intercomparison campaign. 
This 6-month study was performed at Speulder forest in the Netherlands. Over-
all, twenty throughfall sampling systems were evaluated on accuracy, sampling 
strategy and performance under field conditions. It was shown that throughfall 
fluxes of NO3

-, K+ and Kjeldahl-N generally could be determined with a larger ac-
curacy than fluxes of SO4

2-, NH4
+, Na+, Cl-, Mg2+, Ca2+, and alkalinity. Only 20 % of 

the sampling systems differed more than 20% from the best estimate, whereas 
45% of the systems stayed within a 10% range from the best estimate. The differ-
ence from the best estimate was mainly caused by aspects related to sampling 
strategy, for example, collecting area and sampler placement. The inaccuracy 
induced by the sampling system appeared to be much larger than that result-
ing from the analysis of the samples by different laboratory as determined by 
ring-tests. The field intercomparison described in Chapter 3 gave a good insight 
in the different aspects contributing to the overall accuracy of the throughfall 
measurements.

8.2.1.2 Landscape scale
Introducing low-cost measurement equipment could partly overcome the lack 
of measurements and thus improve the (spatial) extend of the parameterisa-
tions (e.g. Tang et al., 2009). On the one hand, the work by Tang et al. (2009) 
provides a good insight in the problems related to developing equipment and a 
monitoring procedure applicable on a landscape scale for an area covering the 
whole of Europe with its large range of meteorological conditions. Their study 
showed that how, once these problems can be overcome, deposition levels are 
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distributed over Europe. Based on these measurements, Flechard et al. (2011) 
showed how ‘measured deposition’ compared with ‘modelled deposition’. For 
a network of 55 site throughout Europe (see also Tang et al., 2009), air concen-
trations of gaseous NH3, NO2, HNO3 and HONO, as well as aerosol NH4

+ and NO3
- 

were measured. Based on these concentrations Flechard et al. (2011) calculated 
dry deposition using four existing dry deposition routines. This exercise revealed 
inter-model differences which reached about a factor of 2-3 difference and was 
often greater than differences between monitoring sites. With an average depo-
sition based on the four routines as a best estimate, the difference between the 
modelled deposition from the four routines and this best estimate varies for 
the different nitrogen species. Table 8.1 shows the range of the difference per 
nitrogen species.

8.2.1.3 National scale
There are different reasons for having a monitoring network at a national scale. 
Examples are: assessing effectiveness of emission abatement measures, per-
forming process studies, evaluation of models. Issues related to these examples 
have been extensively discussed in Chapter 5. The way in which countries per-
form measurements for these reasons, depends on many conditions: available 
funding, existing monitoring network, polluting compounds to consider, spatial 
distribution of their sources, interaction between measurements and modelling.

Based on these conditions, countries have developed a monitoring strategy 
over time. Conditions that were valid decades ago, when the networks were 
developed, may have changed over time. However, it may be very challenging 
to change these existing networks according to the changing conditions. Lack 
of understanding current and future interactions between measured concentra-
tion/deposition and these conditions can hamper adequate decisions with re-
spect to such network changes. This results in sub-optimal monitoring networks, 
introducing its own uncertainty with respect to different examples mentioned 
before. On top of that, changing political priorities also influence these deci-
sions, when a political shift results in attention for e.g. environmental issues and 
thereby, less financial room for performing the required measurements. A gap 
in a long-year trend, caused by these (temporary) changing priorities, will bring 
their own challenges when trying to detect changes in polluting compounds and 
linking them with emission changes. Therefore, present day decisions need to be 

NH3 HNO3 NO2 NH4 NO3

Maximum 41 19 65 82 52

Minimum -38 -20 -88 -55 -58

Table 8.1 Average minimum and maximum difference (%) between mod-
elled deposition and best estimate for different nitrogen species 
(based on Flechard et al. (2011)). 
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taken very carefully, since e.g. future emission abatement effectiveness assess-
ment will depend on them.

8.2.1.4 Lessons learned
An adequate comparison between different countries (or e.g. measurement 
campaigns) is strongly hampered when different measurement equipment is 
used. This may seem trivial, but for these specific European monitoring net-
works wasn’t that trivial at all. Even though a monitoring manual existed, de-
scribing the required set-up of the monitoring equipment, countries used their 
own material and set up. This resulted in large variations in nitrogen deposition 
from country to country at the same measurement location (see Chapter 3). 

Another lesson, although related to the previous one, learned from the monitor-
ing campaign (Chapter 3) is that the measured deposition is largely dependent 
on the layout/set up of the equipment. In case of the field intercomparison it 
became clear that these differences in deposition exist. However, when depo-
sition measured without further quality checks (i.e. not comparing them with a 
‘standard’), the ‘real’ deposition is not known and thus large discrepancies with 
the actual deposition may exist without knowing about it. 

While throughfall is one method for partly determining the load of pollutants 
(in this case nitrogen) to e.g. a forest floor (like in the Chapter 3 study), many 
other ways exist in which nitrogen deposition can be determined. Chapter 2 pre-
sented these other methods, based on measurements alone, or a combination 
of (concentration) measurements and modelling. Modelling will be dealt with 
in the next paragraph, while some further remarks about the other monitoring 
methods are made here. 

It should be noted that measuring total nitrogen requires more than just adding 
reduced and oxidised nitrogen from a bulk deposition sampler, which is often 
done. Nitrogen deposition consists, as explained in Chapter 2, of wet and dry 
deposition of various reduced and oxidised species. These deposition compo-
nents need to be determined separately in order to establish the total deposi-
tion.

A contribution to the total deposition that is not yet adequately quantified, is that 
of the organic nitrogen compounds. While different authors suggest a potential 
large contribution of these compounds, the exact processes and contributions 
are not yet fully understood (e.g. Cornell, 2011; Farmer et al., 2006; Turnipseed 
et al., 2006). Jickells et al. (2013) report, on average, a 25 per cent contribution 
of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) to the total atmospheric soluble fixed nitro-
gen (which is soluble organic nitrogen plus nitrate and ammonium). Next to this 
contribution to the soluble nitrogen, they also suggest an additional substantial 
component of water-insoluble organic nitrogen in the atmosphere. Both forms 
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of organic nitrogen may eventually become bioavailable and, therefore, contrib-
ute to varying effects.

8.2.2 Modelling
The resolution of ‘traditional’ atmospheric transport models (e.g. EMEP model), 
ranges from e.g. 150x150 km2 to 50x50 km2 for the European domain. Because 
of recent developments and demands from policy applications, this is moving 
towards a higher resolution of 1-5 km and even beyond that (Vieno et al., 2014). 
With this increase in modelling resolution, there is a need for more detailed 
model inputs and activity data. This holds for e.g. variations in the emissions of 
specific sources accounting for the seasonal and diurnal variations in the mete-
orological conditions and the actual activities (e.g. spreading of manure, traffic 
intensity on the road). 

Depending on the way the modelling results will eventually be used (see 8.1.5), 
good quality high resolution emission information is especially important for 
NHx deposition calculations. NH3 emission will be largely deposited close to its 
source. This requires high quality emission inventories of sufficient resolution 
(relative to the deposition resolution), in order to prevent introducing significant 
uncertainties. This means that detailed information is needed with respect to 
timing and location of the different emission activities.

Following the emission of nitrogen, transformation of nitrogen species in the 
air is another issue requiring a better understanding. Some of the processes in-
volved are not yet fully explored, such as those related to organic N compounds. 
Because of this, the role of organic N compounds in the atmospheric N budget 
is not completely known (Flechard et al., 2011). For the Scottish situation, it was 
estimated (based on calculations by Turnipseed et al., 2006) that PAN contrib-
utes about 20% of daytime, summertime NOy (NO+NO2+HNO3+NO3

-+PAN) dry 
deposition at a forest site. For the winter and night situation, the dry deposi-
tion velocity for PAN is much reduced and the contribution subsequently much 
smaller.

Atmospheric models still have difficulties in fully explaining observed Nr aero-
sols. Speciated field measurements focussing on both the gas phase and partic-
ulate Nr compounds in the atmosphere are needed to gain a better insight in the 
relevant processes.

The final step in the overall pathway is the deposition of the nitrogen com-
pounds to the earth’s surface. As described in Chapters 2 and 4, there are many 
processes determining the modelled deposition. The parameters involved are 
mostly based on measurements performed at specific conditions (e.g. landuse, 
meteo, season). Using them for situations not covered by these conditions will 
introduce uncertainties that are not always fully known beforehand. 
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An example for a process not yet adequately implemented in many atmospheric 
models is the bi-directional NH3 exchange (see Chapter 2). While the process 
of this bi-directional exchange is already known for some time (Farquhar et al., 
1980; Massad et al., 2010; Flechard et al., 2013), it is not always fully (if at all) 
implemented in atmospheric deposition models. In situations with a large atmo-
spheric N input, omitting the bi-directional exchange will tend to overestimate 
dry deposition of NH3 onto fertilised or semi-natural vegetation (Wichink Kruit 
et al., 2012).   

Model parameterisations mentioned earlier are mainly derived from small-scale 
micrometeorological measurements (Section 8.1.1). Due to the relatively high 
costs of applying the required equipment, the relevant measurements are main-
ly performed for a limited set of conditions. For conditions other that this limited 
set, additional uncertainties will be introduced. 

8.2.3 Trends in nitrogen deposition
Detecting trends in nitrogen deposition is relatively straightforward, assuming 
the availability of long term measurements while using the same measure-
ment equipment and procedure over the entire measurement period. Howev-
er, determining the cause of these trends may be more complicated. Chapter 5 
presented the comparison between trends in reduced nitrogen emissions and 
measured concentrations and deposition of reduced nitrogen at different spatial 
scales. 

In that chapter, it was discussed that e.g. assessing the effectiveness of NH3 emis-
sion abatement is difficult, since most monitoring strategies are not aimed at 
assessing the effects of policies/measures on different spatial scales. Challenges 
with respect to a successful assessment are: sufficient number of monitoring 
sites, sufficiently long monitoring period, sufficient actual signal to detect and 
simultaneous measurement of different nitrogen species (informed by measure-
ment of NOy and SOx species). Next to that, limited understanding of different 
processes hampers an adequate quantification of long-term trends of NHx. This 
holds e.g. for the need of a better generalisation of the earlier mentioned bi-di-
rectional exchange of NH3, but also different chemical interactions in relation 
to the dry deposition of NHx. Furthermore, regional-temporal modelling of NH3 
emissions in relation to environmental conditions. This is especially important 
for changing conditions in the context of climate change.

The need for caution when investigating the changes in measured NHx was men-
tioned for situations with simultaneous changes in SO2, NOx and NH3 emissions. 
Changes in SO2 were able to cause an increase of NH3 air concentrations and at 
the same time a decrease of NH4

+ wet deposition. The degree to which SO2 and 
NOx emission changes result in these increasing or decreasing concentration/
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deposition levels should ideally be taken into account when evaluating the over-
all effectiveness of NH3 emission abatement measures. This ultimately requires 
long term measurements of all the relevant compounds. 

8.3 What is the uncertainty in nitrogen depositions on different spa-
tial scales and what are the factors influencing it?
Both the levels of and trends in deposition of nitrogen are subject to a broad 
range of uncertainties. Systematic and random errors occur in trying to deter-
mine the deposition by either measurements or modelling (or a combination). 
Bytnerowicz et al., (2015) conclude that atmospheric N deposition estimates 
generally have a significantly high level of uncertainty, at landscape scale com-
monly as large as a factor of ~2. In their study, Flechard et al. (2011) also find a 
large uncertainty even without considering the concentration levels of organic 
Nr compounds in their work (see Table 8.2). 

Hertel et al. (2011) found that estimates of deposition at the EMEP local scale 
(50x50 km2) is often more than +/- 50%, this while ambient air concentrations of 
Nr compounds at that scale are fairly well reproduced by current models (often 
within +/- 20%-30%). Some of the challenges related to these uncertainties are 
the limited understanding of bidirectional fluxes of Nr and the still largely un-
known sources and forms of organic N deposition. Hertel et al. (2011) focused 
on deposition processes at varying spatial scales. Simpson et al. (2011), how-
ever, addressed modelling at a more regional to European scale. They report 
significant differences among European regional deposition models, e.g. 30% in 
some areas, and substantially more than this for specific locations.

The uncertainties in the modelled values are the result of errors that can be ran-
dom and systematic. While systematic errors are mostly the result of insufficient 
knowledge about the processes involved in deposition, or due to neglect of pro-
cesses or variables (e.g. due to time and/or money constraints), random errors 
are the result of variability in measured quantities and/or parameters. These can 
be caused by e.g. measuring errors and parameterisations. 

Simpson et al. (2011) compared different model results with observations in 
order to determine uncertainty ranges. Table 8.2 shows their results and illus-
trates how the different errors can influence the comparison between modelled 
and observed deposition (Simpson et al., 2011). Shown is the so-called relative 
root-mean square error (RRMSE), which is the root-mean square error (RMSE) 
divided by the number of observations (with the RMSE representing the sample 
standard deviation of the differences between the modelled and observed val-
ues). The table also shows the temporal correlation coefficients between daily 
modelled and measured values. The various models clearly give different results 
for the different nitrogen species. This represents the fact that the models use 
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different parameterisations and input data (e.g. landuse, emissions, meteorol-
ogy) and that various processes are not (or not in the same way) represented. 
Combining all the model results into one ensemble result, improves the compar-
ison between modelled and measured deposition estimates. Such an ensemble 
approach is more widely used (e.g. IPCC, 2015) and by combining the model 
results averages the random errors in the individual models.

Taking the DEHM model as an example, Brandt et al. (2012) described an evalu-
ation of their DEHM model against EMEP measurements sites across Europe for 
the year 2006. Table 8.3 shows some of the nitrogen relevant statistics of the 
comparison.

Compound Measured Modelled Correlation 
Coefficient

NMSE

NH3 1.35 1.16 0.68 0.17

NH4⁺ 1.44 1.60 0.77 0.13

NH3 + NH4⁺ 2.58 2.69 0.67 0.07

NH4 WD 395 325 0.70 0.45

NO2 3.27 2.42 0.84 0.16

HNO3 0.40 0.36 0.58 0.23

NO3 0.69 0.90 0.78 0.32

HNO3 + NO3 1.05 1.16 0.79 0.10

NO3 WD 331 264 0.69 0.37

Table 8.3 Comparison of modelled (DEHM) and observed concentration (in 
ppb) and deposition (in mg N m-2 year-1) of nitrogen species for 2006. 
(Brandt et al., 2012).

Model NO3 TNO3 (HNO3+ 
NO3-)

NH4 NHx 
(NH3+NH4+)

Ns 6 21 8 19

EMEPv3.1 69 (0.59) 106 (0.50) 50 (0.61) 62 (0.49)

LOTOS-EUROS 62 (0.55) 87 (0.44) 52 (0.53) 56 (0.35)

MATCH 52 (0.56) 88 (0.51) 44 (0.61) 50 (0.57)

CHIMERE 62 (0.53) 84 (0.37) 46 (0.54) 62 (0.41)

RCG 53 (0.62) 75 (0.43) 48 (0.55) 74 (0.38)

DEHM 71 (0.38) 160 (0.43) 49 (0.54) 54 (0.49)

TM5 97 (0.59) 143 (0.50) 62 (0.57) 67 (0.43)

Ensemble 46 (0.66) 92 (0.56) 40 (0.66) 50 (0.54)

Table 8.2 Comparison of modelled and observed deposition of nitrogen spe-
cies. Shown are the RRMSE (in %) and the temporal correlation co-
efficients (in parentheses) for a number of stations (Ns) in Europe 
(Simpson et al., 2011).
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The NMSE (Normalised Mean-Squared Error) shown in Table 8.3 is used as an 
estimation of the overall deviations between predicted and measured values. 
Low NMSE’s show a good performance of the model, both in terms of space and 
time. The comparison for the ‘combined compounds’ gives better NMSE’s than 
those for the individual compounds. As with the ensemble results shown in Ta-
ble 8.2, compensating the uncertainties for the individual compounds results in 
an improvement of the NMSE for the combination of compounds.

This large difference between models is also found by Flechard et al. (2011). 
Although there seems to be some consensus among researchers with respect 
to these differences, Simpson et al. (2011) note that knowledge of the reliability 
of models for deposition estimates is limited. This is mainly due to the fact that 
there are only few observational constraints on many key deposition parameters. 
Furthermore, the lack of measurements hampers the assessment of the total Nr 
deposition estimates, especially its dry deposition component. More specifically 
they mention the lack of measurements on some of the key compounds such as 
gaseous HNO3, coarse-nitrate and NH3, without which a comprehensive model 
evaluation is hardly possible. Other sources for the uncertainties in the mod-
elled deposition relate to: partitioning between gaseous HNO3 and either fine of 
coarse nitrate aerosol, estimates of NH3 emissions (+ relation with meteorolog-
ical factors, as well as agricultural practices and coupled with an understanding 
of biosphere-atmosphere exchange), dry deposition of particles, sub-grid fluxes 
of NHx compounds (see Hertel et al., 2012), but also the effects of e.g. topogra-
phy on wet deposition (Dore et al., 1990).    

At a regional spatial scale, models will have a hard time to reproduce small-scale 
spatial variations in deposition levels, which may be caused by the factors such 
as local emissions – especially NH3 close to agricultural sources and topography. 
Missing processes in the model (e.g. bi-directional NH3, occult/cloud deposition) 
can be another import cause of differences between modelled and measured 
deposition. 

Applying these larger scale models to ‘real life situations’, with its patchy depo-
sition patterns and local deposition hotspots, may underestimate the (assumed) 
actual deposition. This is because these models are averaging over larger areas 
and, especially the steep gradients of NH3 concentration and deposition, are dif-
ficult (or even impossible) to be covered by such large-scale models. The effect 
of averaging over different areas is shown in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. The fig-
ures show modelled concentration and deposition for the same areas, but with 
different resolutions. The work is based on EMEP4UK atmospheric transport and 
deposition modelling, performed in the context of the EU-FP7 ÉCLAIRE project 
(reported by Bleeker et al., 2015). The EMEP4UK model (Vieno et al., 2010; Vie-
no et al., 2014) is based on the EMEP MSC-w model (Simpson et al., 2012). 
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The differences in concentrations (shown in Figure 8.2) will eventually lead to 
differences in deposition (as shown in Figure 8.3). For the black boxed region in 
the Dutch modelling domain, the total dry deposition of reduced nitrogen will 
become less with increasing resolution. Dry deposition is highly dependent of 
the spatial distribution of ammonia emissions and therefore model resolution.    

Overall, the differences in modelled deposition are larger than those for mod-
elled concentrations. Not only concentration will have an effect on deposition at 
different resolutions. Another factor influencing these differences in deposition 
are the local situations related to e.g. landuse / roughness length. They will also 
vary for the different resolutions and thus influence the calculated deposition. 

Figure 8.3 Modelled NHx dry deposition for the Dutch domain. The black box shows an arbi-
trary 50x50 km2 where the deposition is ~700 mg N.m-2. The range of deposition 
in the same 50x50 km2 grid square for the 5x5 km2 resolution is ~250 – 750 mgN 
.m-2, and for the 1x1 km2 resolution is ~250 – >850 mgN.m-2.

Figure 8.2 Modelled NH3 concentrations for the Dutch domain. The black box shows an arbi-
trary 50x50 km2 where the concentration is ~3.5 µg.m-3. The range of concentra-
tions in the same 50x50 km2 grid square for the 5x5 km2 resolution is ~2.5 – 4 µg. 
m-3, and for the 1x1 km2 resolution is ~2.5 – 5.5 µg.m-3. 
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Eventually, this may have a larger effect on the differences than the modelled 
concentrations (see e.g. Chapter 4).

However, also small-scale deposition models have their problems in represent-
ing the real deposition situation. While the model itself is now perhaps able to 
cover small scale variations, the quality of the input data is often hampering a 
proper representation of the actual deposition (of which we lack a reference). 

High resolution model runs require good quality information about various as-
pects related to e.g. the emission of the nitrogen compounds. As an example, 
for NH3 this is information about: animal numbers, land management, types of 
housing systems, manure application, etc. In fact, for all the items shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 good quality spatial and temporal information is needed to adequately 
represent the corresponding emissions before using them as input in the at-
mospheric models. Hertel et al. (2011) showed the importance of high quality 
emission data for good quality deposition. As mentioned before, they estimated 
the uncertainty to be often more than +/- 50%. However, the uncertainty be-
comes even higher in the case of very high resolution calculations (e.g. 100x100 
m2) based on emissions that are not well placed (i.e. emission location is not 
correct). Especially in the case of NHx, with very steep gradients both in place 
and time, misplaced emissions will have a very large effect on the calculated 
concentration and deposition.

8.4 How does the uncertainty in the nitrogen depositions affect 
the relation with effects such as biodiversity and exceedance of critical 
loads?
Although there is a wide range of effects related to nitrogen (see Chapter 2), the 
focus here is on nitrogen deposition in relation to biodiversity. More specifically, 
the focus is on the exceedance of critical nitrogen loads. The work presented in 
Chapters 6 and 7 shows how calculated nitrogen deposition information is used 
for determining critical load exceedances. 

Chapter 6 deals with the current and future exceedance of critical loads on pro-
tected areas, while Chapter 7 looks into optimal ammonia emission distributions 
in order to minimize the overall exceedance of critical loads. In both cases the 
whole chain of emissions, deposition and exceedances is needed for the analy-
ses.  

From the previous paragraphs, it can easily be understood how uncertainties in 
the nitrogen deposition will propagate in the exceedance calculation. Sutton et 
al. (2003) showed that estimated background deposition values turned out to 
be one of the main drivers of the critical load values set and that accurate back-
ground deposition deposition values are, therefore, crucial.
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The uncertainties in critical loads will also play an important role in the overall 
calculation of exceedances. According to Bouma (2011), even perception plays 
a role in the critical levels/loads used for the calculations. While critical loads 
are often considered to be fixed values, there is a large degree of uncertainty 
involved. Furthermore, Bouma (2011) states, these critical loads may change be-
cause of changes in the perception of negative impacts or new scientific insights. 

The way in which errors along the chain from emissions, via deposition, criti-
cal loads and eventually critical load exceedance propagate was investigated by 
Suutari et al. (2001). They concluded that, although the uncertainties in some 
of the input parameters may be considerable, there is also a potential for error 
compensation. This can result in modelled exceedance calculations being more 
certain than some of the input parameters used. Hettelingh et al. (2012) also 
looked at uncertainties in the exceedance calculations. While the uncertainty 
in the exceedance itself may be large, restricting the assessment to comparing 
scenarios will reduce the uncertainties.   

However, it is not always about comparing scenarios. Initially absolute values for 
the concentration and/or deposition of nitrogen are also needed for the exceed-
ance calculation. The previous chapters show that different ways of determin-
ing these values exist, with their own typical uncertainties. Both modelling and 
measuring the concentrations/deposition of reduced and/or oxidised nitrogen 
have their issues with respect to providing reliable results.

At the different scales and for different regions (e.g. urban versus rural), different 
nitrogen species play an important role in the total nitrogen deposition. From 
the previous chapters, it is clear that various aspects play a role in the overall 
uncertainty for these particular species and thus eventually for the total nitro-
gen estimates. As an example, for the rural local situation NH3 emissions from 
agricultural sources play an important role in the total nitrogen deposition. For 
the Nordlike Fryske Wâlden (NFW) region in the Netherlands, Kros et al. (2011) 
reported on a comparison between modelled and measured concentration and 
deposition. They found that, overall, the average modelled deposition didn’t dif-
fer significantly from the average observed deposition for the region. However, 
both large under- and overestimations did occur, with the observations showing 
a larger spread than the modelled results. According to Kros et al. (2011) this is 
likely due to the fact that the model does not have sufficient spatial resolution 
to estimate concentrations at the measurement location. On the other hand, 
according to Skiba et al. (2006), atmospheric NH3 concentrations can vary by 
more than an order of magnitude within a grid cell (in this case 250x250 m2 res-
olution). Because of this, the measured values are not likely to be representative 
for the grid cells in which the observations are located.        

Also, Vogt et al. (2013) concluded that large uncertainties are involved in the 
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calculation of NH3 at a local scale, although the reason for that differed from that 
reported by Kros et al. (2011). They found a systematic overestimation for the 
model results. Calibrating the modelled concentrations and deposition, in order 
to use them for risk assessment of environmental impacts, the modelled values 
had to almost halved (0.49 with an R2 of 0.90). Theobald et al. (2012) found the 
omission of plume rise in the model near elevated sources (> 5m) with high exit 
velocities, to be the main reason for this underestimation.  

For their work in the NFW region, Kros et al. (2011) state that the NFW results 
do not necessarily imply that the used model is poor in predicting the concen-
tration or deposition for specific grid cells, but that they merely indicate that the 
reliability increases with a decrease in spatial resolution. Erisman (1992; Erisman 
et al., 1998) also showed that the uncertainty in NH3 deposition increased from 
less than 30% at a national scale, to 50% at a 5 km scale, to 100% at a 1 km 
scale. Improving the reliability at a landscape scale is possible by performing the 
required modelling exercise with high resolution spatial input data (Kros et al., 
2011). 

8.5 How can this affect current and future policies?
In the Netherlands, implementation of the European Habitat Directive (see also 
Chapter 2), includes the nitrogen deposition situation (and the subsequent crit-
ical load exceedance) to be evaluated at a very high resolution (100x100 m2). 
Also other European countries (e.g. UK, Belgium, Denmark, Germany) perform 
critical load exceedance calculations at a similarly high resolution. 

To investigate the effect of different nitrogen deposition resolutions on the ex-
ceedance of critical loads for nitrogen, Theobald (2015) used a range of mod-
elling result. As a first step, Theobald (2015) investigated the impact of spatial 
resolution on the modelled nitrogen deposition by means of two approaches: 
aggregating emissions and then calculating the deposition at different resolu-
tions (1x1 km2, 5x5 km2 and 50x50 km2) and calculating the deposition at the 

Figure 8.4 Estimated annual nitrogen deposition rates in the Netherlands at three spatial 
resolutions, left 1x1 km2; centre 5x5 km2 and right 50x50 km2.
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highest resolution (i.e. 1x1 km2) and then aggregating the resulting deposition 
to the lower resolutions. Figure 8.4 shows the calculated deposition at the three 
resolutions and Figure 8.5 shows aggregated deposition based on the 1x1 km2 
calculation. Both figures clearly show how changing the resolution drastical-
ly changes the overall pattern of nitrogen deposition for the two approaches. 
Theobald (2015) found that overall, average deposition for the whole domain 
(in this case for the Netherlands) is fairly similar (ranging from 21.8 to 22.5 kg N 
ha-1.y-1), but the range in deposition is much higher for the 1x1 km2 resolution 
compared to the 5x5 km2.

This is again shown for a more local situation, where deposition and critical 
load exceedances calculated for the NFW region. Figure 8.6 gives the deposition 
maps for the NFW for a resolution of 50x50 m2, 1x1 km2 and 5x5 km2, respec-
tively. For the same resolutions, Figure 8.7 shows the maps with exceedances 
of the nitrogen critical loads (expressed as average accumulated exceedances; 
Posch et al., 1999). For these different resolutions, the critical load exceedance 
is calculated to be 69%, 79% and 94% of the grid squares at 50x50 m2, 1x1 km2 
and 5x5 km2, respectively.      

Figure 8.8 summarizes the information from the NFW deposition and exceed-
ance map and shows the minimum, median and maximum for the values in 
the respective maps. What is clear from the graphs is that the median nitrogen 
deposition increases with a decreasing resolution. At the same time, the range 
between minimum and maximum deposition decreases with a decreasing res-
olution. This is also true for the exceedance of the critical load, based on these 
deposition values.

But how do all these above-mentioned issues influence the current and pos-
sible future policies? The overall effect depends on the level of detail current 
and/or future policies require information and data. As an example, at present 
Dutch policy related to the Habitat Directive asks for deposition calculations at 

Figure 8.5 Estimated annual nitrogen deposition rates in the Netherlands at three spatial 
resolutions, left 1x1 km2; centre 5x5 km2 and right 50x50 km2. 5x5 km2 and 50x50 
km2 data are both aggregated from the 1x1 km2 data.
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a resolution of 100x100 m2, while the general Dutch nitrogen deposition maps 
are at a resolution of 1x1 km2. European deposition maps for e.g. evaluating the 
exceedances of critical loads are at a resolution of 50x50 km2.

8.6 Does uncertainty prevent politicians from taking actions? 
Policy is still being made, even when (sometimes large) uncertainties are in-
volved. From a pre-cautionary perspective decisions sometimes need to be tak-
en on e.g. abatement measures, even though a full quantification of the uncer-
tainties may not be available. 

It was already mentioned in Chapter 5 that for “assessing the success of any 
abatement policy based on technical measures, a combination of appropriate 
modelling and sufficient measurements should be able to determine whether 
the measures are broadly effective”. Like the situation described in Chapter 5, 
where determining trends in measured concentrations in response of a known 
cause for changes (in this case foot and mouth disease) was only possible by 
using a paired comparison of affected and unaffected sites. For assessing the ef-
fectiveness of (national) abatement strategies, such a comparison is not likely to 
be possible. The foot and mouth disease case (described in Chapter 5) showed 
that, when regional or local abatement policies are implemented, monitoring 

Figure 8.7 AAE based on total N deposition for the NFW at a resolution of 50x50 m2, 1x1 km2 
and 5x5 km2.

Figure 8.6 Total nitrogen deposition for the NFW landscape at a resolution of 50x50 m2, 1x1 
km2 and 5x5 km2.
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efforts should ideally include parallel sites in contrasting areas. 

However, these type of ‘contrasting’ measurements can only help determining 
the effectiveness of measures, after they actually have been implemented. Mod-
elling experiments are needed on forehand to investigate the potential effective-
ness of future measures. From the various chapters, it is clear that the model re-
sults have their uncertainties. Policy makers need to have a good understanding 
about these uncertainties and the way future measurement results may prove 
to be different from the initial model results, due to a combination of the respec-
tive uncertainties

8.7 Final remarks
US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld stated in 2002: “… as we know, there 
are known knowns; these are things we know we know. We also know there 
are known unknowns; that is to say, there are things that we know we don’t 
know. But there are also unknown unknowns -- the ones we don’t know we 
don’t know …”

All through the chain from emissions, atmospheric transport, deposition, impact 
assessment (e.g. evaluating critical load exceedance) there are known knowns 
and known unknowns. In itself, this is not a real problem, as long as information 
about the knowns and unknowns are shared among the different groups. How-
ever, as soon as knowledge becomes implicit, there is a fair chance that there is 
no common understanding of the issue that is considered. 

The different part of this thesis show there are many potential sources for un-
certainty in the cause-effect relationships. Mostly these are known knowns and 
known unknowns. As long as we write them down, these known knowns/un-
knowns are at least available for consideration in the overall evaluation. They 
can be included in uncertainty assessments, where, even for the unknowns, an 
estimate can be made of the influence of the missing variables on the final re-
sults.

Figure 8.8 Minimum, median and maximum values for nitrogen deposition on habitats (left; 
in kg N ha-1) and AAE (right; in kg N ha-1) for the NFW at a resolution of 50x50 m2, 
1x1 km2 and 5x5 km2.
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However, when information is not shared, this may become the unknown un-
known. Policy makers not having access to the latest scientific insights, or sci-
entists not aware of legal issues related to their subject, are examples of situa-
tions where a lack of information sharing may result in a situation of unknown 
unknowns. Not only does this hold for information sharing between the groups, 
but also in the groups: scientists involved in measurements, modelling, critical 
loads, evaluating, etc., all have their own understanding of something like ni-
trogen deposition. And all have their own definition of the knowns and the un-
knowns.    




